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Background and motivation 
 Our main aim is to precisely control location of light sources - semiconductor colloidal quantum dots - inside photonic crystals1,2.  
 Coat Si-air interfaces in the photonic crystal with polymer brushes of well-defined lengths by Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP)3. 

 By functionalizing brushes, quantum dots are linked to the brush ends. 
 Achieve a tunable control over the emission of light in the technologically important telecommunication range. 
 X-ray fluorescence tomography as probe method of choice: characterizes the photonic crystals in 3D, non-destructively, element specific!  
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X-ray fluorescence at the ESRF synchrotron 3D Si photonic crystals with quantum dots 

Finding the quantum dots inside the 3D crystal 

3D photonic bandgap - a frequency range where all light is forbidden – is an ultimate tool to control light emission and vacuum noise! 

Schematic of X-ray fluorescence: 
The X-ray excitation beam is focused 
by Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) optics to a 
tiny spot on the sample: 23x37 nm2.  
X-ray fluorescence is detected by two 
silicon drift detectors (SDD) placed at  
90° with respect to the incident 
beam. The sample is rotated about 
the vertical axis by an angle q. 

a) Schematic image of a 3D inverse 
woodpile photonic band gap crystal 
on the edge of a silicon beam.  
b) View along the X or Z-axes of the 
inverse woodpile unit cell showing 
the lattice parameters a and c and the 
pore radius R.  
c) Inside each pore we deposit an 
initiator on which polymer brushes 
are grown, to which PbS quantum 
dots (QD) are attached. 

Energy spectrum of one of our 
photonic crystals averaged over 
240x240 pixels. Electronic 
transitions of Cl, Cr, Cu, Ga, Br, Pb 
are shown by the red, blue, 
magenta, navy, wine, and olive 
dashed curves, respectively. 
We obtain 3D maps of all these 
elements with <50 nm resolution. 

XZ cross-sections of the 
reconstructed sample volume 
for Pb atoms at different depths:  
a) y = 0 µm, b) y = 3.25 µm,  
c) y = 6.65 µm, d) y = 10.05 µm.  
The intensity bar shows the 
number of lead atoms per pixel. 
White dashed lines delineate the 
crystal surface. Scale bars: 2 µm.  

Scanning electron microscope 
images of 3D silicon photonic 
band gap crystals.  
a) Top view onto on set pores. 
b) View on the edge of the 
photonic crystal showing both 
the XZ and YZ surfaces.  

Number of Pb atoms per XZ cross-
section shown versus Y. The right 
ordinate shows the number of 
quantum dots. The density of quantum 
dots has 2x the periodicity of the Si 
photonic crystal since there are two 
sets of pores per unit cell!  

Polymer brush density and emission inhibition 

Scheme of the covalent attachment 
inside the Si photonic crystal 
derived from our X-ray study: 
initiator molecules, monomers and 
polymer chains. The surface grafted 
polymer chains are binding the PbS 
quantums dots. 

Emission spectra of PbS quantum 
dots in 3D Si photonic band gap 
crystals, normalized to spectra 
taken on Si reference samples.  
A deep >50-fold inhibition is seen, 
much more than the current 
world-record [2]. 
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